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Abstract.

The possibility of driving the discharge current of the toroidal

EXTRAP Tl device, using the iron core transformer, is investigated.

It is shown that the breakdown voltage 20 kV can be supplied, along

the sero line of the vacuum magnetic field, at a time shorter than

1 [.is. This is made possible by the transient build-up of the magnetic

field in the iron core laminations. The plasma current rise time is

determined by tht evolution of the inductance and resistance of the

discharge. This enables the pi.usma current to be built up to an

amplitude I = 50 kA within 10-15 \is and sustained at this value

during a st«ady-sr.ate period of 100 ps. The premagnetized iron core
2

of the cross-sectional area 0.16 in is sufficient to provide the

necessary flux swing, if the saturation induction is not lower than

1 I. It is further concluded that the SiFe lamination is adequate

for the present application.

However, to reduce the stray field interfering with the zero line

of the octupole field, a lamination of thickness d < 0.1 mm with high

resistivity should be employed. The interlamination voltage should be

reduced by segmenting the core.

The st.eady-state is supplied by an 0.4 J2, 20 kV artificial line

consisting of 20 uF capacitive elements.



r. Introduction

The concept of magnetic confinement called EXTRAP [1,2] can be

described as a high-bt;ta system in which a vacuum field is generated by an

external set of conductors arranged in the octupole geometry. The discharge

current is initiated along the zero line of the octupole field and the

resulting configuration can be characterized as a conventional Z-pinch

stabilized by the external, purely transverse and strongly nonhomogeneous

magnetic field (Fig.l). The EXTRAP concept has been tested in a linear device,

and in a toroidal sector device. Stable discharges were obtained in both

cases [3,4]. The next and logical step in the development of the EXTRAP

concept is the fully toroidal configuration, where the discharge current

along the zero line is induced,in contrast to the electrode discharge in

the linear and sector devices. The planned toroidal EXTRAP Tl apparatus has

a major radius 1̂ = 0.4 m and the octupole field is created by a set of

ring-shaped conductors. The plasma current is induced by the iron core

transformer action. The conceptual view of the device is shown in Fig.2.

The aim of the present investigation is to show that the design parameters

of the experiment, presented in Table l,can be achieved using an iron core

transformer.



2. Plasma Discharge System

The discharge evolution vill occur in four stages. First, t lie gas will

be preionized. Without preionization [5], the breakdown electric field is

of the order of 5 kV/m at a pressure interval of 0.05 to 0.15 torr. The

time delay of the breakdown is a function of the filling pressure. It is less

than lps at 0.01 torr but is about 10 \s at 0.05 torr. At lower pressures

the delay time rapidly increases and the larger electric field has to be

applied. Thus at least two Ejeionization systems are planned: 1) a hot

filament system, 2) a transverse predischarge system. Consequently

the breakdown delay is reduced to the lowest possible value. The breakdown

is defined as the transition of the plasma parameters L and R in the

equivalent circuit of the next section. They change from their infinite

values to L = 5 uH and P = lQ. The value of the loop voltage aimed at

is 15-20 kV which corresponds to an electric field of 6-8 kV/m along the zero

line of the octupole field. After breakdown, the plasma current is built up to

a value I = 50 kA within a time C E 15 us. During the build-up the plasma
p v s.

inductance L and plasma resistance R become inversely proportional to

the plasma current. The build-up phase is driven by a fast capacitor bank

placed close to the experiment. After the discharge current is built up to

the intended amplitude, a second bank sustains a steady-state current pulse

during 100 |.is.



3. Equivalent transformer-discharge circuit.

To meet the objectives specified in Table 1., i.e., tht fast breakdown

(t, E 1-2 us at the voltages 15-20 kV), fast plasma current build-up
9

(I s 50 kA, dl /dt=3xlO A/s) and the current plateau of 50 kA during
pmax p '

100 us, a two-step discharge circuit,relying on the iron core transformer

technique,is suggested. Consider the transformer circuit of Fig.3a, where

Z represents the external impedance and R., L. are the resistance

and inductance of the primary winding. The plasma is represented by the

secondary circuit with I being the induced plasma currrnt. The mutual

inductance is denoted by M and N is the number of turns in the primary

winding. The corresponding equivalent circuii: is shovn in Fig.31». The
2

inductances L,/N -M/N and L--M/N are identified as leakage inductances.
2

To simplify *"his circuit, we neglect the resistivity R- /N and the resistive

part of the external impedance. Kowevtr, these quantities can be included

in the more detailed evaluations presented in Section 4. Further w<? can assume

that the primary winding is closely wound around the core arA consequently

the primary leakage inductance is neglected cr just simply lumped into tha

external i.udue.,-mcp. The. ̂ .-coivuarv leakage, inductance is due to the njagnati.c

flux passing the apace betv^n t'.w. to-t and chc plasma ring and can be

approximately estimated iroro t.:-- fc•• rmul•-•

L, + Ln -- L. v (i.^ <>'.TI —
L~ - 2) [ill

•'.a.-

Here R is the niaior radits of ;;b;> p'p-.irja colunm and <a> is tne estiiaated

average pinch radi'-s. L. is the internal inductance of the plasma ring

and is dependent on the plasma cv.-"tit profile, its radius and the length

of the discharge. The contribution to thn. plapma inductance. L 2 L--M/N
P *•

from the rrea occupied by the i iron corfc is nt'glected.

At the breakdown, however, L. constitutes 3 dominant contribution to

the total plas:na inductance. In •.he calculations presented latter in section >,

a simplified model for the pjasma discharge i.ndiictance is used T5,6] , The

model is based on tht experimental observations in the linear device EXTRA" LI

extrapolated to yiclci the toroic!?.I case. Th«; L inductance is than

expressed in the f.orr>>



v \
/ 5 -3U /104)[yH] O < I < 10 kA
i p p

2[yH] 10 kA < I

The value L - 2 pH is consistent with the measured value of the

inductance L of one-turn copper coil with a cross-sectional area S • 70 mm

and the major radius R - 0.4 m. The reduction of L during the discharge

is apparently due to the expansion of the current channel cross-section a6

the current builds up. The internal inductance L. then becomes negligible.

The total resistance of the plasma is expressed by the standard formula

R =• krtfTri^Aj1 [R]

where n is the Spitzer's resistivity, Aa is the cross-sectional area of

the current channel and k is an anomalous factor. To estimate the resistivity,

a model for the- electron temperature T is incorporated. It becomes [5,6]

T =• S + 3.3(1 / 5 0 J ) 3 / 8

e p

the result which follows partly from tht zero-dimensional code calculation

[7] and partly from the experimental results Ul. The transformer circuit

thus becomes as plotted in Fig.3c. In the present form it is highly idealized

because the losses associate with the magnetization of the core are so far

not taken into account. The equation describing the plasma current reads

dl
h — £ + cl
dt *

and its solution becomes

I - - [1 - exp(-c/b)t] (1)
p c



Here U = U,/N, c = L R /L + R , b = L L /L + L + I , L - L /N2,
1 ' e F c V e p c e p' e ext '

L = MN s L./N* and U- is a voltage pulse constant in time. Before the

breakdown is achieved, R = <*• and the secondary voltage becomes

Ul l

u E . Thus in order to obtain the highest possible loop

ext /Lj

voltage the number of turns is taken N * 1. This is an obvious choice because

the plasma discharge represents a secondary with only one turn. Usually

L >> L ,L and simultaneously the resistive part of the loop plasma voltage

is much smaller than its inductive part during the plasma current build-up.

Then the rough estimate of the time for the current I to rise to its

maximum value is given by : s I (L + L )/U. For 1 =50 kA, U = 20 kV,
n» Pffi e p pm ' '

1 + L ~ 4 JJH ve o b t a i n T = 1 0 y s . When t h e v o l t a g e i s s u p p l i e d by a
6 p̂ in

condenser bank C = 25 nF, the corresponding :ime to reach the

I = U/(L/C) = 50 kA become:, 7 = TI(LC)1I2/2 * 15,7 ps . We observe that
pm m '

it is essential to keep the external inductance and the primary leakage

inductance a;: the lowest possible value. So far we have troated the core, as a

large inductai>".o L .

Thiu neglfectu the •; rariS L̂ nt build—jp ;.-f the eddy currents which cause

both the olraic losses as weÄ- as the s;ceerriag of the iLagnecic field penetration.

ITic permeability of the core it; consequently reduced. Because the time

required for the loop voltage applir.-u.ion i.s of the order of 1 jjs we have to

investigate the core magnetization in more detail. The equations governing

the time and space evolution of the mag.ietic field within the laminations

of the core are presented in the Appendix.. The complete equivalent transformer

circuit is ahown in Fig. Aa. The transient response of the iron core to the

primary voltage application IF represented by an infinite series of n R I.

branches coupled in parallel with successively decreasing L .<'R decay tines.The

resistances R represent the Joule loss caused by the eddy currents,
en

For times t > t . the infinite sequence can be truncated. We retain a finite
min

number n of the KL branches V R « * ^

the remaining branches by a resistance R m which becomes 1/8^=.E -̂,1/R ••

We observe that the transien.. response of the core is not adequately described

for the time t < t . . it turns out that the secondary voltage is well

reproduced when approximately five branches are retained to simulate the core.



To account for the primary and secondary currents, the transformer is

sufficiently well specified by the circuit plotted in Fig.4b. The differential

equation describing such a circuit reads

d 2 l

dt

dl

dt
+ c l

H e r e a = L L / R , b = L R / R + L L / L + L + L a n d c » R L / I + R .
e p c e p c p e c p e p e c p

The solution of the differential equation reads

1 - » [ I -P °
exp + -r r— exp

VA1
(2)

where ^. „ « -b/2a * (b /4a^ - c/a) *". The primary current becomes

L. = L~X(Ut - /u dt).
1 e p



4. Evaluations

2
Let's examine the EXTRAP Tl core with the area A - 0.16 m and the

mean magnetic path length Ä. = 3.A m. Let's further assume that the core is

composed of the standard SiFe (3£ Si) laminations of thickness
-4

d • 3 x 10 m. The resistivity is p- • 0.48 yftm. Assuming the average

permeability (with regard to the magnetization level) being

JJ1 * 1,3 x 10 Vs/Am, the inductance and resistance plotted in Fig.4b become

L = 49 yH and R « 2.4 Q. The packing factor 0.8 is adopted. Fig.5 shows

the plasma current I and the corresponding primary current I. calcu-

lated from eq. (2), for the voltage U » 25 kV, external inductance

L •= 0.5 yH and plasma inductance L = 2yH. Two cases of the plasma

resistance, R * O.lfi and R = lfi respectively, are treated. For

comparison, we include the plasma current I calculated from eq. (1),

which neglects the effects of the resistance R . We conclude that the

high resistance of the discharge results in an undesirable high current

flowing into the core. To estimate the performance of the transformer

more accurately, the model for the plasma parameters L , R estimated in

the previous section, is adopted. The prieary coil is fed from the C •= 25 uF,

U • 25 kV fast condenser bank through an external inductance L = 0.5 ]M.

The computations were performed using the IBM Electronic Circuit Analysis

Program [8]. The nonlinear circuit elements describing the plasma were

modeled by the step functions shown in Fig.6. The results are plotted

in Fig.7. The program for a graphical data display was developed [9].

The loop voltage of practically full charging amplitude is obtained on a

time scale shorter than 1 ys. Allowing the breakdown to occur at the

time t « 2ps, the plasma maximus current occurs within 12 ys. The loop

voltage decreases with time because it is dominated by the inductive part

which decays in time. The resistive part of the loop voltage does not

attain high amplitude because the resistance R is an inverse function of

the plasma current. The difference between the primary current and the

plasma current indicates the amount of current needed to magnetize the

core and to cover its resistive loss. The integral /u dt is a measure of
P

the flux swing consumption. It is reasonable to conclude that the total

flux swing available is sufficient both to build-up the discharge current

and then sustain it at a steady-state during 100 ys. It assumes that the

core is premagnetized and the resulting flux swing becomes A<$> s 0.25 Vs.

The oscillations of u and u_ are caused by the adopted evolution
P KP

of the plasma parameters L and RT . The experiments with the linear

device [4] indier e t:h,-..r. th : breakdown vol tag* need not be higher than



15 kV, especially when the efficient preionization is applied prior to the

voltage application. The evolution of L and R as a function of plasma

current might be more favourable in the sense that both the plasma inductance

and the plasma resistance decrease faster than the estimates presented in

Fig.6. However, if the discharge becomes unstable during the build-up

phase, the maximum plasma current will not be reached because of the core

saturation.



5. Test experiments.

To check the assumptions underlying the results presented in the

previous section and the validity of the model, the experiments with a

rather small transformer were carried out. The iron core consisted of the
-4

SiFe laminations of the thickness d «= 4 x 10 m. The cross sectional
2

area is A = 0.0144 m and the magnetic path length £ * 2.28 m. Taking

the resistivity p1 = 0.5 yCm and the d.c. permeability y - 1000 UQ,the

parameters of the core become L = 8 pH and R = 0.23 Q. The loop with

an inductance L = 2 yH and an inserted resistance R = 0.125u at the
P P

secondary of the transformer is used to simulate the plasma channel. A

condenser bank C = 20 UF charged tc 10 kV is cpplied to a primary coil

through an external inductance L^ = 0.6 UH. The secondary is triggered

with a time delay of 2 |is tc simulate the time needed for the breakdown.

The evolutions of the primary and secondary currents are plotted in Fig.8.

There is a reasonable agreement with the calculated currents estimated

from the circuit shown in Fig.4b. However, we notice that the measured
secondary current I has an amplitude 25% lower than the calculated one.

P
From the dependence of the secondary current on the magnetization current

I-, plotted in Fig. 9a, we conduce th.it the transformer core saturates

at the lev»1 I. ~ 22 kA. Thi« corresponds co a charging voltage of

8 kV. The corresponaiof* calcrlat^c. current I is now very close to tne
pö

measurec one.The primary -ind «tf.-;on'Jary vol 'rages arc prffswtted in Fig.10.

The calcuiatpd signal does rot diatinguinh between the primary and secondary

because of. the appa>ximatLonf xBtd iu the equivalent circuit. The non-

linearity of r.he transforner icsponfie is clearly observed. Vie conclude

that the discrepancy between tha theoretical aad the experimental results

is within tolerable lira;.'.-.i; aatu the trjnsfcrmer driver, tlischarga is reasonably

well described by tLe equivalent circ-rit of Fig.4b, at least in a first.

approximation, Tho roaxiirum driven current 1 depends* rather strongly

on the delay time at which the current is triggered as shown in Fig.9b.
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6. Conclusions concerning the use cl. the SiFe laminations.

Under the assumptions o'2 the stable, discharge operation, the SiFe core

can ensure both the high volta.se fcr the breakdown as well as the possibility

of driving the plasma current I. = 5 0 kA during the time t = 100 ys. The

steady-state operation is pre.su3-.vJ to consul å<é> - 0.05 Vs which ix> turn

implies a resistive loop voltage below i kV nrii. a corresponding pinch

radius<a> J> 2 cm. These estimations ruly on tht assumption that both the

inductance L and resistance R., representing the core in the equivalent

transformer circuit bcaln linear'!}/ with the core cross sectional area.

With regard to the stray fisld coming out of the core we observe that it

is proportional to the difference 1-j""̂  • Because the high voltage :*.e

needed to achieve the breakdown, the possibility of the inter laminar

discharge has to be el initiated. It was observed, r.h&t the application of

10 kV across the test core of area A * 0-0144 n; resulted in interlaminar

discharges af.i.ex approximately ICC pulses. The voltage per lamination

becow«s in cms cast- <-., s J,/r s 6 x 10" /300 -• 20 V where n denotes
x l

the number of laminations. Jh; the cas:: of the. EXTPAP ccr», schematically

pioctec in Fij.;.?, -.;h« corrt.fpoj-d.ing village results, i.e.,

k-.. '-- dbiJ,/A '-•' S'.-'i V ;c -- '.; x .0 ;•! is; tht. thickness of lamination,

b = C 2 i,i ii :As width, J\ • .''5 kV nnd A( ̂  - 0.16 m " iz the total cross

ŝ c.tion;il area of thu cure1. Toe -zi>r.•*; \ derstJ cms oi the lamination packing

ate net inclci-i'e'i. We observe, <_K.->t cut parameter to be optimized is the

vidth of the tiraination which ehoull bo iiininiî ect. Tc improve further the

situation, the insulation pr.-pnr (NOMLX, 0.01 mm thickness; supporting

21 kV/mm is proposed to bo inserted between the laminations. The disadvantage

is the reduction of the core area by approximately 15%. Segmenting the

core, thus decreasing the Ir.niinaricn dimension b, improves the situation.
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7, Transformer perfor-aancv 101 K f 1.

Vhsm a2J. the circuit t-.cntrts aro "eferred to the secondary as shown

in Fig.3b, the magnetization induc^ancr* L = M/N becomes, with a good
2 c .

accuracy, approximated by 1.., /N" s L?. The primary inductance is defined by
WAN2

L. - — (see Appendix). Then all circuit elements are as plotted in

Fig.3b,c. When the elements approximating the core are introduced (Fig.3c;

and Fig. 4a,b) they do not change with the number of primary turns as would

be the case when all the circuit elements are referred to the primary. Thus

the I, and R elements of Fig.4b become [10] L = iiy A/A and
c „ c co

R = 12Ap./£d respectively. A number of conclusions can be immediately

drawn from the consideration of the equivalent circuit. Suppose, that the
2

loss of the core is small and L » L + L /N . For a square shaped
c p ext.

voltage pulse the time needed for the plasma current to reach its maximum
is now - = I (L _ /'.,' + L )K/U. . If the voltage is supplied by ani pra uxt p 1 a t-r J

condenser bank, the corresponding time to reach the maximum plasma current

I - U.N"1 (L/CK2)1'*' becomes \ = TT(LCN2'; i/2/2 and L - L + L /N2.
pm J. m ' p ext.

If the external jiitiuctcnce is sufficiently small AS compared to the

induetair.t of the plasma, the time t becomes proportional to H and the

amplitude of the J remainr constant for tl'.e same charging voltage IL .

It follows that for the slower rise time of the plasraa current, the demands

o,i the core laminations can he relaxed. The breakdown voltage available at

the secondary is inversely proportional to U. Finally it results that the

voltage pr.r lamination ep s dblL/A N decreases as well.
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8. The influence of an air gap on the performance of the core

When a gap of length 6 is introduced into the magnetic circuit

the permeability which results becomes modified, i.e., U - ul (£_ + 6y)

Here V is the relative permeability and £_ is the magnetic path length
-3in the iroi.. Take as an example JL, • 3,4 m, 6 • 10 m, y • 10000. Then

* .
we obtain y * 2537, which is a reduction by the factor of four.

9» Magnetic materials for the high frequency application.

The evaluations presented in the previous sections considered the iron

core as consisting of the SiFe laminations. Because the rise time of the

plasma current is of the order of 15 ps, the associated iron core loss and the

corresponding stray field can eventually become too high. The most straight-

forward improvement of the performance is achieved by using a more

sophisticated material with a reasonable pulse permeability, a high

resistivity and a small thickness of the laminations. A number of magnetic

materials are listed in Table 2 and the ac permeability, the magnetization

curves and the loss curves for the operation in the frequency interval

10-25 kHz are presented in Figs. 11-13. The HYFMO Radiometal manufactured

by the Telcon company in the UK appears to be a good alternative to the

M4 SiFe lamination.
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10. Steady-state current circuit

Consider now th<» two capacitor banks to be used to supply the plasma

current. The first bank C = 25 yF, U = 20-30 kV will supply the voltage

for breakdown and the charge to build up the plasma current to its required

value. The inductance of the bank, including the coaxial leads, should

not exceed 0.5 yH. The second bank, which supplies the steady-state current

is built as an artificial line with va. = 7 branches. The impedance of the

line is /L/C s 0.38R with a capacitance in each branch C * 20 \i¥. The

charging voltage is 20 kV. The puise length becomes 1.. •= 2m/LC = 106 us.

If the external inductance is kept at a value not larger than 1 UK, the rise

time of the current becomes T = 12 us if the line is incorporated when the
1/2

plasma inductance decreased to the value 2 UH(T = TT(LC) 12,

L = 3 UH, C = 20 yF). Consequently, the steady-state bank has to be switched

in approximately 12 ys before the current build-up is completed. The resulting

circuit is drawn in Fig.14. The estimations above are at present only of the

indicative nature and the exact parameters of the line will be chosen after

the experiments with a first stage bank are completed. However, it can

be states already at this stage that the steady-state bank has to consist

of bi-anches with a reasonably lov capacitance because of the rise time

requirements. It follows as well that the charging voltage has to be in the

range 20 kV.
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11. Premagnetization

To achieve the full flax swing in tae iron core, the premagnetization

has to be applied by the current flowing in the opposite direction as

compared to the primary magnetizing current. Using a premagnetizing coil

with N = 3 turns wound around the main leg of the core, the d.c. current

I = B Ä. (NUy ) = 500 A should be sufficient to supply the coercitive
= Sat. " O re j

force plus the magnetization needed to saturate the core. The current can

be supplied by an electrolytic condenser bank feeding the N_ = 3 coil(L_)

through a choke which separates the high voltage U. £ 60-75 kV induced in

the premagnetizing coil. To estimate the inductance of the choke L . we

calculate the current which we allow to be driven by the induced voltage,
i.e. I , * U./toL , . We note that the characteristic time of the voltage

en i ch - _,
13. corresponds to to = 27 x 20 x 10 s . Allowing for I . = 10 A we

obtain L = 60 mH. Such inductance can be realized as a many turn N .coil
1 / 2 , 1 / 2

o f r e a s o n a b l e s m a l l d i m e n s i o n s , i . e . , N . = ( L , 3. , / u A . ) s 2 l 8 ( £ . / A , )
en ch ch o ch en en

Here a one-layer coil is assuraed with a length ?- , and a cross-sectional

area A , . Another possibility for the preinagnetization is to rely on

the remanence caused by a pulsad current 1 . Using the same coil (N^ = 3 ) ,

the capacitance called for to obtain the aperiodic pulse, has to meet the

following specification: C_ > 4L=/R=. Taking L_ = 27 mH (jj » 5000) and

R= = 5Ji, C= > 4 inF. A rough estimate of the current is given by

the ratio of charging voltage and the /L/C impedance of the circuit. For

a charging voltage of 5 kV the premagnetizing current pulse has a magnitude

I_ s 2 kA, which driven through the N = 3 coil is sufficient to bring

the core into saturation.



12. Conclusions

The breakdown, plasma current Luil.:~up a:;cf the steady-state according

to specifications iti Table ] car, oe realized by the iron core transformer

technique. The breakdown voltage of 30 kV can bfc supplied within 1 \is and

the plasma current can be built-up to an amplitude 1 = 50 kA during

10-15 us. In order to save the flux swing of the core, the break-down

delay should be minimized by an efficient preionization. It follows that a

SiFe lamination of the thickness d = 0.27 mm is sufficient in providing

the necessary flux swing. To improve the performance of the core, a thin

lamination should be used with a high resistivity. A nickel alloyed

material, such as HYRHO Radiometal, appears to be a good choice for an

improved, next step transformer. The iron core should be premagnetized to

allow for the full flux swing available. The stray field escaping from the

core might be at an unacceptable level if SiFe laminations are employed.

The use of the more sophisticated magnetic inaterials (see Table 2) would

minimize interference of the stray field with the EXTRAP zero line.
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Appendix.

Pulse magnetization of the transformer core.

We follow the treatment presented in ref. [10]. It results from the
- 1 "*•"*•

Faraday's law that the average magnetic field strength <B> = A //B»dS

across the area A increases linearly with respect to time if a constant

voltage V is applied across the coil enclosing the area A, i.e.

<B> = - Vt/AK . (Al)

Here N represents a number of turns in the coil- It should be observed

uhat the <B> time dependence defined above is not a function of the

properties of the core material. Further, the value of <B> at the time

T is denoted A<B> and the flux swing associated with the time T becomes

£<<$> = -VT/N. The solution for the magnetic field diffusion into the

lamination can be written in the form

A<H>t ]i,c,a<H> ,, ,2
../ .i 1 1 r Z a

T 2-r 12

,2 oc (_i)n
,2

~ T" l — T cos ( } exp ( 2}3 <A2)

T! n«l ii d v^C-d

Here \i. * \i]i stands for d.c. permeability, p.. * 0. is the specific

resistivity, d is the thickness of the lamination and y is the transverse

coordinate. <H> is the mean impressed field in the core at the end of

the pulse of duration T . The average value of K(y,t) across the

lamination is assumed equal to &<H>t/T.By denoting the value of

Il(d/2,t) * H(-d/2,t) = H we obtain from eq. (A2) the field which is needed

at the surface of the lamination. That is, when the average magnetic field

strength <B> increases linearly with time, i.e. if a constant voltage V is

suddenly applied across he coil.
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A<H>t
H * + H

T (A3)

A < H > t

H
T T T 6 * -" 2 2
(|) , *(|) - f U - — - ^ n~ exp (-nVt/3I)]

Here H represents the additional field which is required to negate
C V,c d2

the effect of the eddy-current magnetic field and T = — — — — . The average

d/2 1 2

isH"'t
field throughout the lamination is <3> - / H(y.t)dy ^ ̂ —^--— .

-d/2 ' ' T

We further denote the effective permeabi-.icy 'ay

To have an idea about trie lie1»' penetration, the ratio -75— = T~~j"~"r~̂  -s

calculated for two difftrnnt ri-scs. First the iasrination of a thickness

d = 3 x 10 m is considered. T.c resistivity is Laker. 0 •- 0.48 V-^ht and

the average permeability (ccnstd.nl during the pulse) is ii. = 5000 P .

This case corresponds to 2 M4 SiFe Lamination. The constant voltage 20 kV

ie assumed to be applied. For A<E"> = 21 and A = 0.125 m , T = 12.5 ys

results.

In Fig. 15a, che spatial distribution of the B/A<B> ratio is plotted

and in Fig.15b, the corresponding build-up of the field B during the time

interval t = 12.5 ps. line electric field evolution E = p.dH/dy is

shown in Fig.15c. The second case, treating the HYR0 Radiometal lamination
-A

of thickness d = 1 x 10 m, is represented by the calculations plotted

in Fig.16. The average permeability is P. =• 10000 M and the resistivity

f>. « 0.75 P^m. The dominating influence of the lamination thickness is

clearly observed. The* decrease of the electric field at the surface of the

lamination is a result of the lamination thickness being 3 times smaller than

in the case shown in Fig. 15(E *• e?/2b - d!'./2A ).
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The magnetization current i1 = HX/K called for to produce the magnetic field

is being given by

2V
T t [1 +

.AK

This form suggests the equivalent circuit of fig.4a, which can present the

core if i = i ', i.e., the following definitions hold for the circuit
m m

constants 5

R R . R o R,,. P,AS2 12AN2pt
c cl c2 en i JL

L
R " U.AR2 / " n 2 f C n 3T
en

2 2
T

cn
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Table 1. Design parameters of EXTRAP-I1 [i]

Major radius

Hir.vi- radius

Discharge current

Current rise time

Discharge pulse length

Breakdow delay time

R =

a >

J =p

Tm =

T =

t d <

O.t m
0.02 m

50 kA

15-20

100 ys

2 us

Iron core flux swing A<$> = 0.25 Vs

Maximum loop voltage at breakdovn u = 15-20 kV

Expected loop voltage at steady-state u < 1 kV

Plasma_garameters_being_aimed_at

a 20
2T. /nTrdr (extrapolation of linear expt.) £ 7 x 10 eV/m

Density on axis code predictions n * 10 ~ m
,22 -3

0
Temperature on axis Lat p̂ -,-, " 40 mTorr-l T • 70 eV
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Figure captions

Fig.l. Schematic representation of the cross-section of the EXTRAP

configuration. In the toroidal device the axis is situated at

the major radius 0.4 m.

Fig.2. The conceptual view of the toroidal EXTRAP Tl device.

Fig.3. The plasma discharge circuit.

a) L? and R_ represent the inductance and resistance

at the secondary of the transformer.

b) Equivalent transformer-discharge circuit, where all the

circuit elements are refered to the secondary. N is a

number of turns in the primary.

c) Equivalent circuit. L and F. represent the plasma inductance

and resistance.

Fig.4. The equivalent transformer-discharge circuit.

a) The transient build-up of the care magnetic field as well as

the eddy-current losses are modeled by the infinite series of

LR branches according to the treatment presented in the Appendix.

b) Simplified circuit where the transient character of the core

magnetic field build-up is negledted.

Fig.5. The time evolution of the plasma current and the primary

current, when a square voltage pulse is applied at the primary

of the transformer. Two cases of the plasma resistance

R * 0.1ft and lfi, are considered. In the case when the core IOPS
P
is neglected, the plasma current is described by eq. (1).

Fig.6. The evolution of the plasma inductance I. and the plasma

resistance R , as a function of the discharge current,is

modeled by st-sp functions tor use in the ECAP analysis of the

circuit.
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Fig.7. The evolution of the plasma current I , prinarv current I, and
P *

the loop voltage u in time for the EXTRAP fl discharge. The
P

breakdown occurs at time t = 2 us. The integral /u dt represents
P

the iron core flux consumption. u_ is the resistive part of
Rp

the loop voltage.

Fig.8. The theoretical and experimental results for the test circuit with
2

a SiFe iron core of a cross-sectional area 0.0144 ra . The tneasured

primary I. and secondary I currents are compared to those

obtained from the ECAP simulations, u is the corresponding loop

voltage.

Fig.9- a) The secondary current I of the test circuit as a function of the

primary current. The saturation at I, s 22 kA is observed.

b) Trie secondary current dependence on the time delay simulating the

breakdown.

Fig.10. The theoretical and experimental results for the test circuit with
2

a SiFe iron core of a cross-sectional area 0.0144 a . The measured

primary ard .-ec on clary voltage is compared tc the calculated loop

voltage.

Fig.11. Ac permeability of a number of materials at different frequencies

as a function of the magnetic induction.

Fig.12. The magnetization curves or a number of materials at 20 and 25 KHz.

Fig. 13. The core loss of .-» number of materials at different frequencies as

a function of the magnetic induction.

Fig.14. The ohmic heating circuit.

Fig.15. The time and space evolution of the magnetic and electric fields

within a SiFe lamination.

Fig.16. The time and space evolt tion of the magnetic and electric fields

within a HYRH0 Radiometal lamina tion..
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Rcyal I n s t i t u t e 01" Tec;.ui..:ljjy, Der-'Sr-ineuL 01 F^asn.a Physics

and Fusion Resea t ; ' : , Stockar ITI, iv-;eo.2i:

EXPERIMENTAL ANI) TftOK.-T.̂ CA'.. '>.NVLSTJf./TJON Or ThE TRON CORK

TEAKSFCRMFE FOR TTc "XTR .̂"' Ti !^-V.v

M. Ruros, NnvMibc- Jv°3 , I!4 r . i-; i;<•).••:;!'..si'.

The poasibilicy '-^ dJivir.:^ th ? discharge; c-jcienv cf the. to"'oid«.l

EXTMP Tl device, usi:'p, t:hi>. i rev ocre tiransfovirtT, is invast.'^f ted

I t is show, tha: Lh<. breakdown volia^t 20 kV can be suppl?'e<.l, al-^.e

the zero line of ttie vacuun aagn-r.tic. :"iei<'; at. a r.ime shoccr than

I ys. This is made possible bv the '.r^nsient bui?.d-up cf the majri'otic

field in the iron cci"e laninations. The piaötn-? current rise r ine la

determined by the evolution of tht inductance and resiutance of the

discharge. This enables tint plaswn ;:i rrent to be. built vp to an

amplitude I - 50 !-A vith;r. 10-1.0 ys ami sustained at thi.--; value

during r. steady-state i:eriv:< of t.00 ys. The prem^ttnetizf-d iron core
2

of rhc: cross-soct iornl ar- : 0.16 ai ir̂  sufficiant to provide the

necessary flax swing, if tht: aritii^at^on indue tior is r.ot lower than

1 T. It is further coicluded zh?c thu LiiFe lamination is adequate

for the present

However, to rtancc: the stray field interfering with the zero line

of the octupole field, a lamination of thickness d < 0.1 ran with high

resistivity should be employee'. The inLerianiination voltage should be

reduced by Fegmenting tbe core.

The steady-state is »applied by an 0.4 il, 20 kV ar t i f ic ia l Tine

consisting of 20 uF capacitive ele

Key words: EXT9AP z-pinch, transformer, ^ischarg-:» breakdown,

aHmi bvriid-tip.


